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System BIOS problems can be resolved in one of two ways:
Restore default settings for the System BIOS as described in the
motherboard manual. Usually, the motherboard manufacturer

provides a utility to do this. If this is not possible, there are some
free apps on the Internet to help you. Simply Google the symptom
you are experiencing and you should find instructions on how to
fix it.  If your motherboard uses USB BIOS Flashback technology,
and you are unable to access the BIOS settings, it is possible to
load the motherboard's BIOS settings using a USB flash drive.

Connect the motherboard to your computer, and then insert the
USB flash drive. From the computer's start menu, open Device

Manager and then look for a newly created device called Universal
Serial Bus controller  and reboot the machine.  there are 3 basic
versions of the bios - the main bios, the update bios, and the uefi

bios. the main bios controls your system's basic functionality,
such as the booting process, video modes, and certain features of
the motherboard. the update bios is used to update the main bios.

it can also be used to update the bios of other devices such as
hard drives or dvd drives. the uefi bios is the bios for the uefi. it is
the latest version of the bios and is used for the uefi bios menu.
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you cannot update the uefi bios of other devices using this version
of the bios. the uefi bios is also used to control the system when
you are not using the windows operating system. for example, if
you have turned off your monitor, the system will automatically

shut down using the uefi bios.
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nvidia supported motherboards are not supported by the nvidia
control panel. the foxconn h-ig41-uatx is not a motherboard using
intel g-skill pad memory. this motherboard uses micron ddr3-1600
memory. there are 2 pcie x1 slots on this motherboard, and they

are not supported in sli mode. the bios is a collection of pre-
programmed settings that the motherboard contains at

manufacturing time. these settings include basic boot-up
procedures, such as the checking of post memory status and the
booting of a post sequenced floppy. the bios is stored in a non-

volatile flash memory chip which will remain in place even when
the power to the motherboard is cut. bios is nothing but an

application that the motherboard's manufacturers use to generate
the setting we see when the motherboard is powered on. there is
a provision in the bios to change the settings by editing. the bios

is the first thing that is loaded into memory during the boot
process. after the bootloader is loaded, the bios is executed. the

bios consists of three main sections. the first section is setup
utility, it has a lot of basic settings that can be changed. it has a

basic overclocking section which allows the user to change
various settings about the motherboard. the second section is the
post section, it loads and executes the post software. it also has a
tool that allows the user to edit the settings. the third section is

the boot section, it has a lot of information about how to boot the
os. it also has information about how to use the memory, how to
access the hard drives, how to access the floppy drive, how to
boot from different media, and how to load and boot various

operating systems. 5ec8ef588b
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